Reserved Table Benefits: Admission, Dinner and Reserved seating for 8; Premium location based on table levels; Priority service after Veterans and Program & Event Recognition. All levels include Liberty level benefits.

**Liberty $800**
- Kabar Knife with Mark “Oz” Geist Signature and NRA on the Blade, Sponsor Hat, Traditions Magazine (Mailed Quarterly)

**Freedom $2000**
- Uberti 1873 Single-Action Cattleman Steel New Model .45 Colt with NRA Logo and Custom Serialization
- Glock 43 9mm Elite Coyote/McMillan Tan with NRA Seal
- Kimber Micro 9 Freedom Protector with NRA on Grip™
- Kel-Tec CP33 with Friends of NRA Engraving

**Legacy of Freedom $4000**
- Limited Edition Ruger No. 1 Medium Sporter Rifle 30-06 with NRA Exclusive 24k Gold Design (Only 50 Available)
- Limited Edition Sig Sauer P229 Legion 9mm with NRA Exclusive Engraving, Case Knife and Coin

**Pioneer $3000**
- Remington 700 CDL 25-06 with NRA Seal (Only 50 Available)
- Kimber 84L Hunter .30-06 with NRA Logo (Only 75 Available)
- Vanguard Bronze 6.5-300 Whyg Mag, with NRA Logo
- Turnbull Ruger Mark IV .22 LR with NRA Logo (Only 50 Available)

**Sentry $13000**
- Major E.J. Land Signature Edition Tactical Rifle Custom Saber M7070 Accuracy Precision Ordinance 6.5 Creedmoor with NRA Seal and Framed Photo of Major E.J. Land Accompany a Biographical Note and a 6.5 Creedmoor Casing Fired by the Major (Only 50 Available)

The Ring of Freedom is a premier donor recognition program for freedom-loving individuals, families, or companies who make significant annual contributions to support our shared values. The NRA Ring of Freedom includes recognition at the NRA Annual Meeting & Exhibits, special invitations to exclusive events and a subscription to NRA Ring of Freedom magazine.

**$2020 Premium Reserved Table - Does not include Liberty Sponsor**
- Remington 700 CDL 25-06
- Kimber 84L Hunter .30-06
- Vanguard Bronze 6.5-300 Whyg Mag, with NRA Logo
- Turnbull Ruger Mark IV .22 LR with NRA Logo

$1500 Premium Reserved Table - Does not include Liberty Sponsor
- Ruger 10/22 with American Flag Cerakote
- Marlin 1894 with American Flag Cerakote
- Winchester M1885 with American Flag Cerakote

**Includes Ring of Freedom Benefits**